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About This Software

Chameleon Media Player is non-profit utility software that helps multitaskers reclaim their computer screen space and increase
productivity. Windows and Mac users can play video files or stream with their favorite services fullscreen, transparently atop
their desktop with full control of the apps beneath. Ideal for gaming on Steam while watching Twitch TV, or simultaneously

binging your favorite movies and TV shows while you play.

Chameleon Player loads video files (mkv, mov, mp4, avi) or one of several supported streaming sites, (YouTube, Twitch TV,
HBO GO, ABC, NBC, TBS, TNT, ESPN and others*) and displays playback in a fullscreen window over your desktop. By
making this window semi-opaque and controllably transparent, your desktop is visible and fully interactable beneath. Since

Chameleon is a tray application, all mouse and keyboard events can be passed on to all background programs or Steam games on
your computer while playing your favorite videos, youtube videos or streaming shows in the foreground.

I created the software for myself initially and found it to be such a useful tool that I wanted to share it with others. It's
completely changed the way I work -- I’ve fit an extra Coursera course into my monthly routine and was able to catch up on the
latest season of Rick and Morty with little drop in my work productivity. I also play games on Steam (of course) and being able
to watch Twitch and YouTube in the background while gaming is just awesome. I would often mute these games and listen to

WNYC or other educational podcasts, but opening this up to videos as well changes everything.

Give the free demo of Chameleon a try and see what I mean! All proceeds help our non-profit, Cinq-Mars Media, to continue
its mission of educational research and technology. Originally devised as an educational tool to help busybodies aborb online

classes while multitasking and practice learned concepts while watching lecutres, Chameleon can also function as an
entertainment app.
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** Cinq-Mars Media does not endorse or provide any of the aforementioned streaming services. These may require paid
subscriptions and are not included in the purchase of Chameleon Video Player.

* Widevine is a DRM plugin some popular streaming services like Netflix and Hulu use, and while Google offers a path for
companies to license the plugin, repeated attempts to reach out have gone ignored. Certified letters, phone calls, emails, you

name it, but rest assured we haven't given up as all the code is already baked in, awaiting certification from Widevine.
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Title: Chameleon Video Player
Genre: Education, Software Training, Utilities
Developer:
Christopher Cinq-Mars Jarvis
Publisher:
Cinq-Mars Media
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1 gigahertz (GHz) or faster 32-bit (x86) or 64-bit (x64) processor

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I'll be honest, I just beat Subnautica,
and was looking to scratch that story-driven, survival, underwater itch.
This is not Subnautica, this is an underwater walking simulator with some pretty decent voice acting, a serious message in the
end, and an incredibly boring gaming experience.

I'm all for what the devs are doing, but the game just wasn't compelling. Weapon was unsatisfying to use, AI was buggy, lots of
repetitive areas, lots of copy and paste. For a game like this, you need time to build atmosphere and tension, but every time any
animal life showed up, it killed all the atmosphere. The AI controlling your partner wasn't particularly good, and honestly, you
never felt like you were going to run out of air, it was just always replenished by the AI, I suspect co-op might be better because
neither of you will know where you're going. If you removed the AI partner, and just had the voice over the radio, it might've
been a stronger experience. I also had technical issues and stuttering, but I won't talk about it, as it wasn't crippling.

Overall, it's a great concept, with the voice acting being the saving grace for the game. I just wished they spent a lot more time
on polish. You know, deep water diving, and especially cave diving, is terrifying as it is, and comes with so many challenges
risks. There's a great opportunity to do something great here, but this isn't it.. Fun game, similar to Puzzle Quest!. *Update - No
signs of updates in the last 9 months... Decent game for 2016... But outdated now...

I purchased for the beauty, but it lacks finesse. I would understand if it was early access, but it isn't. Debating if I should request
a refund... 20 minutes in and I don't really want to play any further. I'll probably hang on to it hoping it will improve, since it
was on sale.
Recommendations:
Haptic Feedback on interactions\\collision with walls, enemies and items...
Proper orientation from controllers to hands, weapons, shields, other items... (My in-game hands are not in the orientation of my
hands on the controller, The sword is twisted weird and it feels like I'm gripping the shield's arm strap instead of the handle.
In game menu system needs improvement, maybe quick item options. I have to press 6 buttons or more to re-equip sword and
shield.
Improve Story line, I'm not quire sure what was going on, not enough substance for me to care...
Fighting was bland, I felt like i was fighting a gumba with a 2x4. (VR combat is tough to dev, I hope to see improvements!)
I had high hopes, but at this point I can't recommend it.. This game is cute and original.. Take this Thumb Down review as just
my personal taste in games, as well as the fact that this game is really old and so finding mods, especially those with pictures is
really hard, every time I came across a recommended site, its was obviously an outdated source and as such the website was shut
down, I did eventually find one

(http://homeofprowrestling.com/tew/tew%202010/rwmods.html)

So for those of you wanting to try this game, there you go.
And if you really like Wrestling and IF you REALLY, REALLY like in depth management sims, then this could be the game
for you, though even then for better support I would probably recommend trying one of the new titles, as this also adds to my
down vote as the game as ZERO tutorial and finding guides for this game is just as hard as finding mods, there is a community
guide here on steam, which is amazing for taking you on a step by step guide of this, the only shame is that its a part one and the
guy never did a follow-up, aleast posted on that steam page anyway, still if your determined to give this a go, I really
recommend reading that as a start off point.
As honestly I can see the potential of this game, you really seemed able to control every aspect of running your own wrestling
company, just from my point view, the layout is time-consuming, and the actual gameplay is confusing. Personally I would of
like it a little less ultra realistic or maybe someway to streamline the process, for example when you wrestle enters the ring, you
can set that as part of the process of the house show, including any entrances….might be just me here but I would like that just
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be part of the match the wrestling entering the ring and maybe what style of entrance they use, should be set as part of the
wrestlers profile, how elaborate it is = how much it costs per match, set once and done and dusted.
Anyway, like I said these might be here somewhere but due to how little support there is, if I was still 18yrs younger then maybe
I would have the patience to sit and work it out, these days I prefer the freedom of choice but easily explained and implanted.
However like I said, there defiantly seems like potential for great game here, for those who can stick with it, which probably
explains how this game got sequels and because of that, I would have to recommend if your interested, those newer versions…..
I may even try one myself, as it was I only heard about this game series as I received this game with a bundle, which probably
explains why it was the oldest one.

As of this date however only 2010 and 2013 are available on Steam, a previous version of 2005 was also released and the
current game in the series is 2016 but these are currently not available through the Steam Library.
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I got it for a really low price. Definitely worth it.

Unfortunately i don't have a 3D printer.. an RTS that will never be outdone. Early Access indeed, so I am really hoping for more
improvements.

Like for now, that jumping titan worm and the misplaced shadows is kinda weird to me. Like I hear a rumble, I look around, I
see shadows going over the ground, I look in the sky, there is nothing and then you see the titan worm jump out of the ground.
It's like the shadows are from underneath and the worm is doing like 360 degrees roundabouts. This need to be done better.
But seriously, that jumping worm is getting old fast. I would suggest to keep it low profile, making it move through the sands
and underneath. Having patches of solid sands (with trees of the drinking spots or low vegetation) where you can stand and be
safe, but when you set foot on the loose sand, the ground starts to rumble and the titan worm is coming for you. That makes the
game more interesting. But this is just a suggestion and I have no idea how far the knowledge is from the developer and the
possibilities of the game engine in order to visualize it.

If not, then you could implement giant statues walking in the night, floods of scarabs moving around when the lightning strikes
down... Just to have some variation in "events"...

The points of interest, I would rather prefer it as a little puzzle, like now you see a picture to warn you that there is something
special there. You look around and you see the object which is easy to grab. Would be nicer if you have to do some effort in
obtaining the object. If so, then there should be more points of interest, because they are always fun to do. And maybe when you
pick it up, you can rotate it and you can read a little bit about the object.
As puzzle, maybe just a big stone with a window, when you activate it, a puzzle shows up which you need to solve in order to
obtain the object of interest...

I like that the torches go out when it rains. And that the water dissappears due of the heat. Running is not quite what I would
have expected, but knowing that you can't run fast in desert sand, I accept it. Then I would expect that you can run faster when
on solid ground. (assuming when you go in the dungeon, your movement speed is a bit faster) But that is not yet the case.

As for now, the "open world" is somewhat limited, the objects and buildings are too close to eachother, making the surrounding
open space not interesting to go into. There might be something, who knows, but its not making me EAGER to explore it.

OVERALL PICTURE

The game has the potention to be something interesting, but at the moment it's not. It's quite dull, agitating (running is so slow,
the dullness of everything around it agitates me tremendously)
It can become something awesome but I don't think the engine will let that dream become reality... But maybe the creativity of
the developer might do the trick...

For now, because I got bored fairly quickly, I do not recommend to buy this game.
But as an extra NOTE: You can buy this game to support the developer so this game might be placed on a turn table and blow
our minds.

JULY 2018

So I noticed the developer did some work on this game, for example, he is using a different engine, improved some elements
and the hud looks different. Gonna install the game again and play it again, curious if it is now better or not. If it is better, I will
rewrite this entire review.. Worst Pixel Puzzle game by far. I enjoy the horror genre but with many of the newer games they
don't leave such a dark and eerily haunting presence such as the old horror games for playstaion 1 like Silent Hill. Added to it
most games leave out the fun little puzzles that make your game worth wild and being chased by murderous enemies you can't
fend off until you find their cryptonite or solve the gruelingly dark mystery. This game stays true to that classic feel and I can't
wait to play all the episodes.

-The bad maybe of this game is that you might have it crash before starting but the easy fix is your graphics on low.. This game
is wicked! when you drift backwards around a wall and line up an enemy tank with you're ion cannon! Bam! Good times:) I've
been playing it for years and keep coming back. If your a graphic's snob (like my lame friends) then u prolly wont touch it. But
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if you play games for fun! Metal Drift promises unique, hard hitting, high speed, drift tank action!. One day in the year 2000 I
stumbled across a simple looking game called Uniball and decided to give it a try.
Years later, I finally started going to meetings to break the habit.

Now Uniball has been revamped and made available on Steam; and I'm enjoying every minute of my relapse!

Uniball is a game that can be enjoyed differently at all levels.
You'll learn how to play within a minute, but it'll take thousands of hours to come even close to mastering this highly
competitive e-sport!. Only a little into the game so far, but so far it is one of the funniest games i've touched.
Story doesn't seem to bad either so far, but the content is great.
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